
      CONSUMER   GRIEVANCES   REDRESSAL   FORUM 
Of 

Uttar Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam 
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  In the matter of complaint of Northern Railway Ambala Cantt. regarding 

billing discrepancy in the bill of A/c No. A-247 under ‘Op’ S/Divn. Model Town, 

Yamuna Nagar. 
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1. Sh. S.C. Vij. Chairperson 

2. Ch. Balbir Singh Dhull Member-II 
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On behalf of Complainant:- 

1. Sh. Anuj Malhotra SE/TRD/N.R Ambala Cantt. 

 

On behalf of UHBVN:- 

1. Sh. R.L Chand, AEE Model Town Yamuna Nagar. 

2. Sh. Sham Sunder Kohli UDC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

ORDER 

 

  The present compliant is brought before the Forum by Sh. Y.P. Singh Sr. Divl. 

Electrical Engineer/TRD Northern Railway Ambala Cantt on 05.06.07 about wrong 

interpretation of HERC Electricity supply code.  The complainant has brought to the 

notice of the Forum as under:- 

1. Ambala Divn. of Northern Railway is taking power at 220 K.V from UHBVN at 

Jagadhari work shop for their connection for Electric traction with A/c No. A-247. 

2. HERC in its order dated 05.12.06 passed FSA charges @ 37 paisa per KWH for 

Railway traction tariff w.e.f 01.12.06. 

3. Since then UHBVN had been charging PF incentive/penalty in Railway traction 

bills of Jagadhari work shop by considering FSA as a part of S.O.P i.e energy 

charges and demand charges and FSA was being accounted towards consumption 

charges. 

4. In the month of 4/07, UHBVN came up with Sales Circular No. U-26/2007 dated 

02.04.07 and clarified that FSA is not part of S.O.P and any rebate/penalty shall 

not be applicable on FSA.  This Sales Circular is affecting the tariff for Railways 

traction since 3/07.   

  Aggrieved by above instructions of UHBVN, the complainant has approached 

the Forum and sought relief as under:- 

(i) It is prayed that during the pendency of the Railway complaint, the 

implementation of S.C No. U-26/2007 dated 02.04.07 may be stayed and 

petitioner Railways be allowed to pay bills by considering F.S.A as part of S.O.P. 

(ii) Further prayed that licensee be directed to modify S.C NO. U-26/207 dated 

02.04.07 as per Electricity supply code of HERC and to raise further bills as per 

above provision and adjust/refund Rs. 68199/- paid excess in the month of March 

and April 07 and in subsequent bills. 

 After perusal of the complaint it was admitted for further proceedings. 

Meanwhile Nodal Officer was directed to give his version to the contents of the 

complaint.  By mistake the complaint was referred to Xen ‘Op’ Ambala Cantt. in 

the first stage.  Later on, it was observed that the complaint related to Xen ‘Op 

Yamuna Nagar.  On 11.07.07, the copy of the complaint was sent to Xen ‘Op’ 

  



UHBVN Yamuna Nagar to give his comments/reply by 03.08.07.  The reply to 

the complaint has been received on 03.08.07. 

 On 28.08.07, both the parties appeared before the Forum for the hearing and 

arguments.  The parties were heard at length. 

Forum’s View and Order:- 

 In view of the pleadings of Northern Railway, the reply filed by UHBVN 

needed further clarification as under:- 

1. Sales Circular No. U-26/2007 has not been issued after HERC approval. 

2. Sales Circular 14/2006 was issued on 21.03.06.  At that time FSA was not part of 

tariff, where as order on FSA was passed on 05.12.06 by HERC. 

  Keeping in view above arguments put forth by Railways and HERC order that 

approval of HERC is necessary for any change in tariff related issues, the Forum 

considered to seek clarification from HERC as to whether the FSA is to be 

considered part of SOP or otherwise.  Necessary reference was made to Secretary 

HERC Panchkula on 10.09.07 followed by reminder on 19.09.07 and 13.11.07.  

The commission finally passed an order dated 20.12.07 in the matter, copy of 

which has been received on 08.01.2008. 

  The HERC found no merit in the submission of UHBVNL and hence decided 

the case in favour of Northern Railways. The commission has also directed 

UHBVNL not to issue any circular which has financial implication without 

approval of HERC. 

  So the following order is passed by the Forum for implementation. The 

compliance report be sent within 7 days of implementation of the order: 

  “Consumption charges as defined in HERC Electricity supply code be 

taken with prospective effect, while estimating power factor rebate/penalty as 

the case may be treating FSA as part of SOP.” 

  

      “The order is signed, dated and issued by Consumer Grievances    

Redressal Forum on 09.01.08” 

 

 

 (Ch. Balbir Singh Dhull)                                   (S.C. Vij) 
                 Member                                                          Chairperson 

  



  

             UTTAR HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
 Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum 
SCO No. 94, Ist Floor, Sec-5, Panchkula. 
E-mail:- uhbvn_forum2006@Yahoo.Com 

       Complaint No. CGRF-39/2007 
 
To  
 
  The Managing Director,  

UHBVN. Panchkula. 
 
Memo No. Ch-27/UH/CGRF-39 

Dated: 09.01.08 

 
Subject: Order in respect of complaint of Northern Railway Ambala Cantt. 

regarding billing discrepancy in the bill of A/c No. A-247. 
 

Enclosed please find herewith the order issued by Consumer Grievances 

Redressal Forum in respect of above complaint for its compliance. 

  

 
DA/As above 

Secretary, 
CGRF, UHBVN, 
Panchkula. 

CC. 
1.  CE/OP, UHBVN, Panchkula. 
2.  Secretary, HERC, Bays No. 33-36, Sec-4, Panchkula.  
3.  SE/ ‘OP’ Circle UHBVN Yamuna Nagar. 
4.  SE/Commercial UHBVN Panchkula. 
5.  XEN/OP, UHBVN, Jagadhri with a copy of order. 
6. Sr. Divisional Electrical Engineer, Traction Distribution, Northern Railway, 

Ambala Cantt.  
   

  For information & further necessary action with respect to order of Forum  
  (copy enclosed). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


